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Introduction
Driverless car technology has officially reached the tipping point.
For evidence of this, look no further than the annual tech confab,
the Consumer Electronics Show, which featured a record 10
automakers on display in 2015. For this year’s show, the amount
of floor space devoted to auto-related exhibits has increased
25 percent from last year, according to show organizers.
Autonomous vehicle technologies from the likes of established
automobile manufacturers and dedicated technology companies
alike have conspired to make the automobile cockpit the epicenter
of innovation.
Recent news of a potential partnership between Google and
Ford, in order to bring the former’s driverless vehicles to fruition,
is an indicator of what’s to come in 2016 regarding the state of
autonomous automotive innovation. Tech and media companies
like Apple, Google, Tesla and others entering the space have
definite advantages in terms of their contributions to the future
car. However, most lack the necessary manufacturing expertise
and facilities possessed by traditional automotive companies that
can move R&D projects to viable, commercial realities. We call
the proposed partnership collaborative innovation, and there’ll be
a lot more of it in 2016.
In fact, talk of a Google / Ford venture is reminiscent of a
prediction made by analysts of the IP & Science business of
Thomson Reuters in 2015: that Apple will need to partner with an
automotive manufacturer in order to make its debut in the auto
space in the near future. More specifically, the analysts predicted
that a strong partner for Apple is Tesla, according to a thorough
review of both company’s patent portfolios.

Another prediction for the 2016 state of autonomous driving
is that we will continue to see a bleeding of technologies
from tangential industries into the driverless car space. Proof
of this is witnessed in this report, where leading innovators
include companies traditionally rooted in Telecommunications,
Semiconductor and Electronic Components, Digital Imaging and
other sectors. No doubt that many of these manufacturers are
making definitive advances in the automotive arena, in addition
to applying existing technologies and expertise to cars. In the
pharmaceutical space, this process is called “drug repositioning.”
Here, we call it “tech repurposing.”
2016 will bring the world closer to the eventual mass production
of autonomous automobiles, but it’s not the year when they’ll
hit the streets en masse. The collaborative innovators need to
solidify their working relationships, merge R&D with production
and work out ways to marry technologies that historically haven’t
been comingled. We’re still a few years from the driverless car
epidemic, but it’s starting to come into clearer view on
the horizon. This can especially be seen in the advent of driver
assistance technologies, which are a forbearer of full autonomous
driving. Driver assistance features can currently be found in many
new models, and are one of the key differentiators between
vehicles from different manufacturers.

Self-Driving Car
Innovation At-A-Glance
Using patents as a proxy for innovation, the autonomous-auto
data speaks for itself. There were more than 22,000 unique
self-driving inventions from January 2010 through October 2015,
as shown in Figure 1A, and the trend continues its upward climb,
although not as aggressively as earlier this decade. Figure 1B

shows how the three areas that comprise driverless vehicles
(autonomous driving, driver assistance and telematics) compare.
Autonomous driving is the clear leader in terms of innovation
activity, while projections through year end show driver assistance
potentially plateauing and telematics on the rise.

SELF-DRIVING CAR INNOVATION AT-A-GLANCE

Figure 1A: Self-Driving Inventions by Publication Year
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Figure 1B: Self-Driving Inventions across the Three Main Categories (2010 – 2015, projected)
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As noted earlier, headlines over the past year have touted
tech companies innovating in the automotive space. This
isn’t a huge surprise, as current-day cars are more like giant
computers on wheels than the transportation chariots they
once replaced. As such, tech businesses dabbling in the
automotive sector continue to attract attention (whether
because of the wonder, intrigue or speculation about their
projects), such as the mounting speculation that Google and
Ford will announce their partnership to build autonomous
vehicles at the 2016 CES (Consumer Electronics Show). With
all this publicity, it’s easy to surmise that tech companies are
taking the lead in terms of automotive innovation.

However, the truth is that the techies are far from leading
the self-driving pack. To the contrary, automotive bellwethers
are the ones in the driver’s seat (see Figure 2). Toyota (Japan)
is the overall global leader in autonomous automotive
innovation, followed by Bosch (Germany), Denso (Japan),
Hyundai (South Korea) and GM (US). The pool of potential
candidates was evaluated against the three areas comprising
self-driving car innovation: autonomous driving, driver
assistance and telematics.

Figure 2: Top 26 Self-Driving Automotive Vehicle Innovators (2010 – October 2015)
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Figure 2: Top 26 Self-Driving Automotive Vehicle Innovators (2010 – October 2015)
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Autonomous Driving
world in this area, followed by Ford at number 20. Overall, Asia
has 11 of the world’s top 20 autonomous-driving innovators.
There are a number of other organizations innovating in this
area, including some potential surprises like Amazon (with 14
unique inventions), Boeing (with 35), IBM (with 34), Microsoft
(with 10), Qualcomm (with 24), Samsung (with 107) and Southeast
University in China (with 24). Even Carnegie Mellon University
and MIT are in on the action, with four and seven unique
inventions, respectively.

Japan holds the world’s leadership position in autonomous driving
innovation (in conjunction with the field of collision avoidance) with
four of the top five innovator spots: Toyota (Japan) leads the pack,
followed by Denso (Japan), Bosch (Germany), Nissan (Japan) and
Honda (Japan), as shown in Figure 3. Google ranks 19th in the

Figure 3: Top Autonomous Driving Innovators (2010 – October 2015)
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AUTONOMOUS DRIVING

Autonomous driving involves the act of propelling and navigating
a vehicle without human input from passengers through the use
of sensory, control and navigation equipment that responds to
the environment when travelling from point A to point B.

Source: Thomson Reuters Derwent World Patents Index

Autonomous Driving Patent Application from Google

Google application number US20150310281A1 is for a method for object
detection using multiple sensors in a vehicle and provides modified information
corresponding to objects by a computing system.
Source: Thomson Innovation
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Driver Assistance
Driver assistance automates and enhances vehicle systems for
safety and improved driving when the driver is in control of the
vehicle (versus when there is no driver), helping to avoid collisions
and accidents by alerting him/her to potential problems or
implementing safeguards to take control of the car. Technologies
associated with driver assistance include rear-mounted radar,
automatic high-beam control, blind-spot detection, pedestrian
detection, lane-departure warnings, intelligent braking, trafficsign recognition and active-cornering headlights, to name a few.

In this area, Germany takes three of the top five innovator spots:
Bosch leads the group while Daimler and Continental come in
fourth and fifth, respectively. Asia’s Toyota (Japan) and Hyundai (S
Korea) fill in the second and third places, as shown in Figure 4.
Hyundai, BMW and Ford have the largest recent jumps in their
driver-assistance portfolios, despite them not all being in the top
five, as shown in Figure 5. BMW ranks 9th and Ford is 12th overall
in this category. Google places 23rd overall in this area, just
beyond the top leaders pack.

DRIVER ASSISTANCE

Figure 4: Top Driver Assistance Innovators (2010 – October 2015)
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Jaguar, Peugeot Citroen Automobiles SA and Renault also
fare well in driver-assistance innovation, with 85, 68 and
62 unique inventions, respectively. Chang’an University
(or University of Xi’an) in China is the leading academic

institution with intellectual property in this area,
while Advics Co., LTD, is another surprise with somewhat
high volume, clocking in with 42 such inventions.

Figure 5: Top Driver Assistance Innovators (2010 – 2014)
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Driver Assistance Patent Application from Ford

Ford application number US20150134183A1 is for a steering input apparatus for a trailer backup assist system with a rotatable control knob.
Source: Thomson Innovation
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Telematics
Telematics is an interdisciplinary field encompassing
telecommunications, vehicular technologies, road transportation,
road safety, electrical engineering and computer science,
allowing cars to communicate with one another while on the road
driving. Volume wise this area has significantly less activity than
autonomous driving and driver assistance innovation, totaling just
over 2,500 unique inventions for the period from January 2010 to

October 2015. Comparatively, autonomous driving had more than
15,000 unique inventions and driver assistance had nearly 8,000
such inventions in that period.
General Motors (US) takes the top innovator spot for Telematics,
followed by Hyundai (S Korea), Marvell (US), LG (S Korea) and
Denso (Japan), as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Top Telematics Innovators (2010 – October 2015)
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The largest jumps in telematics are by SK Hynix and HTI IP.
The former entered the field for the first time in 2014 with
15 unique inventions in the area. The latter plummeted to
no activity in 2013 and then rebounded with 10 such
inventions in 2014, as shown in Figure 7.

Apple Inc. is a bit of an outlier. It has just one invention overall
across all areas of self-driving innovation, and that invention
is in telematics, covering the time period from 2010—October
2015. Despite what headlines suggest, Apple is only just
getting started with its foray into in autonomous vehicles.

Figure 7: Telematics Innovators Activity by Year (2010 – 2014)
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Telematics Patent Application from Hyundai

Hyundai application number US20150163854A1 is for a system that provides a vehicle-based data communication service at a car park via a network configured to
communicate with another vehicle and the terminal.
Source: Thomson Innovation
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Conclusion
2016 will be a year for much growth and advancement in the
area of self-driving cars. Driver assistance features are already
on the market and fully autonomous vehicles will continue
to develop toward eventual commercial availability. We are
sure to see quite a bit of activity from collaborative innovators
reaping the expertise of what each brings to the table.

Following the anticipated announcement of Google and Ford
in mid January, we predict that Apple will name its partner,
which could well be Tesla. We’ll also continue to experience
quite a bit of tech repurposing this year, as non-traditional
manufacturers lend their prowess to tomorrow’s “computers
on wheels” that also happen to carry people.

Methodology
Data in this analysis was compiled using the Thomson Reuters
Derwent World Patents Index collection to identify global
innovation activity in the automobile industry. Analysts
studied the total number of unique inventions issued in
published patent applications and granted patents from

January 1, 2010 through October 31, 2015. Each invention
was assigned to one of the three categories covered,
eliminating duplication.
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